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Theological Essays on Art

in the Twentieth Century
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There runs through Christianity, at least in its Protestant
variety, a deep strain of suspicion towards visual art. In
some measure this springs from our Hebrew heritage. The
Old Testament is relentless in its fidelity to the Second
Commandment, and the making of a graven image equals
the construction of an idol. Professor Heyer examines
idolatry and reassesses the true value of art as the expression
of a God-given gift whose exercise can immeasurably enrich
human life.

Apart from the numerous illustrations in the book, the
text allows artists to speak for themselves, through their
words as well as through their works. Thus the theological
response addresses the vision that these people—the
artists—have of their task and avoids distortion of that
vision.

George S. Heyer, Jnr., is Associate Professor of Theology at Austin
Presbyterian Theological Seminary, Texas. This book comprises
the Gunning Lectures, which the author delivered at the University
of Edinburgh in 1975.
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CHILDREN OUT OF COURT
MARTIN • FOX • MURRAY

Since 1971 Scotland has had a unique system of juvenile justice, in
which a central part is played by panels of lay volunteers. In what
was perhaps the most detailed study of any juvenile justice system
ever carried out, the authors examined the operation of the chil-
dren's hearings system throughout Scotland. They gave particular
attention to the factors associated with decision-making by the
panels themselves and by the intake officials (reporters to chil-
dren's panels) who make the initial decision as to whether chil-
dren referred to them by the police or other agencies are "in need
of compulsory measures of care". These enquiries involved both a
detailed analysis of records and systematic observation and
recording of the interaction of the hearings themselves. Resulting
data have been examined to throw light on the quality of practice,
including adherence to procedural requirements and the partici-
pation of children and parents in the proceedings. Samples of
children and parents were personally interviewed to gain under-
standing of their sense of the fairness of the hearings, their feelings
of personal involvement in the process, and of issues of stigma
and labelling. Large scale questionnaire studies made it possible
to identify the operational philosophies of panel members and of
the social workers who serviced the hearings. Concluding chapters
review the implications of this project for the theory and practice
of juvenile justice in Britain and in the United States.

THE AUTHORS
F. M. MARTIN is Professor of Social Administration, University
of Glasgow.
SANFORD J. FOX is Professor of Law, Boston College Law
School.
KATHLEEN MURRAY is Lecturer in charge, Panel Training
Resource Centre, University of Glasgow.
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Scottish Journal of Theology is published four times a year. The
Annual Subscription, including postage, for Institutions is £27-50
($65-00) and for Individuals direct to the Publishers £ 12-00 ($30-00).
Single issues £7-50 ($17-00) and £3"°° ($7-50) respectively.

All correspondence relating to subscriptions should be addressed
to The Journals Manager, Scottish Academic Press Ltd., 33
Montgomery Street, Edinburgh EH7 yx, Scotland, U.K.

NOTES FOR CONTRIBUTORS

Contributions (three copies) and all editorial correspondence should
be addressed to the co-ordinating Associate Editor, Rev. Dr. Alan
Lewis, New College, The Mound, Edinburgh EHI 2LX.

Contributions will not be returned unless the return postage is also
enclosed.

Submission of an article is taken to imply that it has not previously
been published in English, or is not being considered by another
journal for publication in English. In the interests of authors, copy*
right is normally assigned to the Scottish Academic Press. The
average length of articles is 5000 words. Although longer articles
are accepted, those in excess of 10,000 words cannot be considered.

Contributions (articles and reviews) should be clearly typed in
double spacing, and on one side of the paper only. The rule about
double spacing applies also to footnotes, which should be used
sparingly. Cross-references within the article offered should not be
included.

Notes for the editors and instructions for the printer should be
attached on separate sheets. Contributors should keep one copy of
the typescript for use in correcting proofs.

Contributors from the United States may use U.S. spellings. Greek
and Hebrew words need not be transliterated. Capitalisation should
be kept to a minimum; and in particular should not be used in
pronouns referring to the Deity.

First proofs of articles and reviews may be read and corrected
by contributors, and should normally be returned to the organising
editor within ten days of receipt. Correction should be confined to
errors of the printer. More extensive correction can be made only
with the concurrence of an editor. No proofs of reviews will be sent.

Contributors of articles and article reviews (but not of reviews)
receive 10 free offprints. Extra copies may be bought according to
an agreed scale of charges, provided that these are ordered at the
time of returning corrected proofs.
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